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Get Reading! is an Australian Government initiative
developed through the Australia Council for the Arts.

Get Reading! is back in 2013 with the ultimate guide
to the best Australian reads, including an all new list
exclusively chosen by Aussie readers.

It’s easy to find a book you can’t put down.

Hand-picked by Australian booksellers, authors, publishers and readers,
every title in this guide is guaranteed to be a book you can’t put down.

The Long Road to Overnight Success
Shane Jacobson
The star of Kenny on his long road to overnight success
After the film Kenny catapulted him to fame, actor, writer,
producer Shane Jacobson was told that he had a talent for
acting. Which was great news, as he’d been on the stage
since the age of ten. He’d always known this was what he
wanted to do, but it took him years to get there in between
his many (very) odd jobs. Here Jacobson tells the story of his
life in the droll, hilarious way that has made him a favourite
with Australian audiences. A charming, truly Australian
memoir.

Memoir | Print, eBook, Audio book | Download first chapter | Author on tour | Watch video

Genre

Look for the sticker for a guaranteed
book you can’t put down!
Whenever you see the Get Reading! ‘badge of honor’,
you can be assured you’re looking at a book you won’t
be able to put down.
So look out for the Get Reading! Top 50 Books You
Can’t Put Down sticker in book retailers, libraries
and online this September, and get reading again!

Available in
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Message from Tony Grybowski,
CEO, Australia Council for the Arts

Choosing books for young readers
We’ve included a recommended reading age for all books for children
and young readers, so you can be sure your choice is age-appropriate.

Win a stack of books
This year we’re giving 10 lucky readers the chance to WIN every book in this
guide. That’s enough to keep you reading for months!
Just visit getreading.com.au and subscribe to the free fortnightly
Get Reading! e-newsletter. Every two weeks we’ll recommend new books
and keep you up to date with bestsellers, touring authors, awards
and events right across Australia.

Australia’s Top 100 Favourite Homegrown Reads
In June 2013, Get Reading! began the search for your favourite Australian
book of all time. After almost 6,000 votes for more than 1,100 nominated
books, the results are in. Did your favourite make the list?

There’s nothing like relaxing with a good book, but with so much choice,
it’s sometimes hard to know where to begin.
Get Reading! is a month long celebration of Australian books and reading,
bringing together Australian writers and readers through this guide and
a nationwide touring program.
This year’s Top 50 Books You Can’t Put Down is a great place to find your
next favourite read. From authors who are all Australian, the list has
something for everyone.
From children’s picture books to popular fiction, inspiring memoirs to
Australian classics in the making, you are sure to find a book you can’t
put down.
Curated by a panel of industry experts, the list in this guide guarantees
you a great read, no matter which book you choose.
Throughout September, Australian authors will be visiting bookshops,
libraries and local communities around Australia, connecting with readers
and promoting conversations about Australian stories and writing.
The Australia Council for the Arts is proud to manage this Australian
Government initiative again in 2013.
I encourage you to visit your nearest bookshop or library, pick up a book
and get reading again.
Tony Grybowski
CEO
Australia Council for the Arts

getreading.com.au
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Questions of Travel

Mateship with Birds

Michelle de Kretser

Carrie Tiffany

The dazzling, compassionate and deeply moving
winner of the 2013 Miles Franklin Award

A sharply observed, tender, frank and funny novel
about young lust and mature love

This mesmerising literary novel charts two parallel but very
different lives. Laura travels the world as a freelance travel
writer before returning home to Sydney. Ravi dreams of
being a tourist until he is driven from Sri Lanka by the civil
war. Around these two superbly drawn characters, Michelle
de Kretser has created a transformative and deeply moving
novel about connectedness, identity and place. It will make
you yearn for faraway places, and renew your appreciation
for home.

In a Victorian country town, a lonely farmer trains his
binoculars on a family of kookaburras. As Harry watches the
birds through a year of change, his neighbour has her own
set of binoculars trained on him. Ardent, hard-working Betty
is pleased when her fatherless son starts spending time with
the farmer next door. Until Harry starts teaching him the
facts of life…

Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter

Mateship with Birds won the 2013 Stella Prize and the NSW
Premier’s Literary Award for Fiction. It is a delightful novel
that – like its subjects – rewards close attention.
Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter

The Rosie Project

Burial Rites

Graeme Simsion

Hannah Kent

A laugh-out-loud story whose charmingly inept hero
will win you over from the very first page

A staggeringly accomplished novel, this is the finest
literary debut of 2013

The Rosie Project is the feel-good novel of 2013,
a dysfunctional love story in the tradition of Nick Hornby.

In northern Iceland, 1829, Agnes Magnúsdóttir is
condemned to death for her part in a brutal murder.
Isolated and awaiting execution, the only person who tries
to understand her is a young man appointed as spiritual
guardian. As winter approaches, her story starts to emerge
and the question burns: did she or didn’t she? Burial Rites
is a deeply moving novel about freedom and what we will
risk for love. In prose as harsh and beautiful as the Icelandic
landscape, Kent asks: how can one woman hope to endure
when her life depends upon the stories told by others?

Don Tillman is getting married. He doesn’t know who to yet,
but he has written a sixteen-page questionnaire to help him
find the perfect partner. She will most definitely not be a
barmaid, a smoker, a drinker or a late-arriver. Rosie Jarman
is all these things, and she’s on a quest to find her biological
father – a search that Don might just be able to help her with.

Fiction | Print, eBook, Audio book | Download first chapter | Watch video

Fiction | Print, eBook, Audio book | Download first chapter
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The Long Road to Overnight Success

Everything to Live For

Shane Jacobson

Turia Pitt with Libby Harkness

The star of Kenny on his long road to overnight success

A woman’s story of survival against incredible odds,
and a testament to the human spirit

After the film Kenny catapulted him to fame, actor, writer,
producer Shane Jacobson was told that he had a talent for
acting. Which was great news, as he’d been on the stage
since the age of ten. He’d always known this was what he
wanted to do, but it took him years to get there in between
his many (very) odd jobs.

In September 2011, a beautiful 25-year-old mining engineer
entered an ultra-marathon race that would change her
life forever. Mid-race and trapped by a fire in the remote
Kimberly region, she and five other competitors had
nowhere to run. She suffered burns to 65 percent of her
body, and was not expected to survive.

Here Jacobson tells the story of his life in the droll, hilarious
way that has made him a favourite with Australian
audiences. A charming, truly Australian memoir.

Memoir | Print, eBook | Download first chapter

Turia Pitt’s will to live has seen her through numerous
operations, the loss of fingers and the reconstruction of
her face – and an agonising process of rehabilitation that
continues to this day.
Memoir | Print, eBook | Watch video

Lexicon

Stillways

Max Barry

Steve Bisley

A dazzlingly original high-concept thriller for fans of
Neal Stephenson and Elmore Leonard

A tender, honest and unflinching childhood memoir
from one of Australia’s favourite actors

What if someone could say a word and make you do
whatever they wanted? At an exclusive school outside
Arlington, Virginia, students are trained to use language to
manipulate minds and wield words as weapons – breaking
through personalities and forcing their will on others. From
its thrilling opening sequence to its breathless conclusion,
Lexicon traverses very modern questions of privacy, identity,
and the rising obsession with data-collection, connecting
them to centuries-old ideas about the power of language
and coercion. The most original thriller you’ll read this year.

Coming of age in a simpler time, Steve Bisley was a larrikin,
a happy-go-lucky kid from the bush. He tells of heroworshipping his older brother; going to school with bus
money knotted into a hanky; fighting bullies and dreaming
about girls; being amazed at the first television in town.
There’s also a darker side to his story: a father’s private pain;
a struggling mother who’d do anything to protect her kids; a
boy irrevocably marked by his father’s anger.

Fiction | Print, eBook, Audio book | Download first chapter | Watch video

A classic in the making, Stillways is an intensely moving
memoir from a born storyteller.
Memoir | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Author on tour
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The Night Guest

Three Hours Late

Fiona McFarlane

Nicole Trope

A mesmerising debut novel about trust, love,
dependence and self-doubt

A deeply emotional novel about a mother’s love and
the terrible secrets of a marriage

One morning Ruth wakes thinking a tiger has been in her
seaside house. Later that day a formidable woman called
Frida arrives, looking as if she’s blown in from the sea, but
in fact she’s come to care for the elderly Ruth. Frida and the
tiger: both are here to stay, and neither is what they seem.
Which of them can Ruth trust? And can she even trust
herself?

Liz and Alex’s marriage is over, and though Alex hopes for a
reunion, Liz knows that some things can never be mended.
Now the most important thing in her life is her son. When
Alex is late bringing Luke back, the minutes tick by and Liz
wonders: what if he is not just late?
With echoes of Caroline Overington and Jodi Picoult, this
novel lays bare the agony of domestic violence, the way love
can turn to desperation, and the joy and heartbreak of being
a parent.

A spellbinding novel that will renew your faith in the power
of fiction to tap the mysterious workings of our minds.
Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter

Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter

The Shadow Year

Thornwood House

Hannah Richell

Anna Romer

A story of tragedy, lies and betrayal from the author of
Secrets of the Tides

A beautifully crafted rural gothic thriller from an
exciting new author

On a sultry summer’s day in 1980, five friends stumble upon
an abandoned cottage deep in the English countryside. For
Kat and her housemates, it offers an escape, with days by the
lake and intimate evenings by the fire, but as the seasons
change, tensions rise. And when an unexpected visitor
comes knocking, nothing will ever be the same again.

When Audrey Kepler inherits an abandoned homestead in
rural Queensland, she jumps at the chance to make a fresh
start. But she soon hears rumours about the homestead’s
former occupant, a handsome WWII medic who was accused
of killing a young woman in 1946. Other unexplained deaths
have occurred in recent years, and now Audrey – with her
obsessive need to uncover the past – has given the murderer
another reason to kill.

Hannah Richell beautifully captures the light and dark of
relationships in a mysterious, suspenseful saga with an
ending you’ll never guess.
Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Author on tour | Watch video

If you enjoy Kate Morton’s novels of family secrets and
rambling old houses, you’ll love this debut.
Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Watch video
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Cairo

Dark Heart

Chris Womersley

Tony Park

‘One of the unrepentantly daring and original talents
in Australian fiction’ Sydney Morning Herald

Another thrilling adventure from the author of
African Dawn

Frustrated by country life and eager for adventure and
excitement, seventeen-year-old Tom Button moves to
Melbourne to study. Living in a run-down apartment block,
he enters a bohemian world of poets and musicians, parties
and gallery openings. Soon, however, he is caught up in one
of the greatest unsolved art heists of the twentieth century:
the infamous theft of Picasso’s Weeping Woman.

A lawyer is dead after a hit and run in Thailand. A home
invasion threatens the life of a medico. In Johannesburg, a
car-jacker nearly kills a photojournalist. Unrelated incidents
in a dangerous world, or something else entirely? War crimes
prosecutor Carmel Shang joins the dots in a quest that forces
her to confront the ghosts of the past. In Rwanda, yesterday’s
merchants of genocide are dealing in illegal traditional
medicine and endangered wildlife; businesses they’re
prepared to kill to protect. An action-packed tale of beauty,
death and redemption in the majestic African wilderness.

Set among the demimonde – where nothing and nobody is
as they seem – Cairo is a novel about growing up, the perils
of first love, and finding your true place in the world.
Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Author on tour | Watch video

Fiction | Print, eBook, Audio book | Download first chapter

The Young Lion

The Lavender Keeper

Blanche d’Alpuget

Fiona McIntosh

A riveting tale of forbidden love, family ambition,
vengeance and intrigue in twelfth century Europe

An exciting tale of romance, intrigue and adventure
during the Nazi occupation of France

Blanche d’Alpuget’s first novel in almost twenty years
plunges us into the world of European royalty in the age of
the Crusades. Deeply involving and thoroughly researched,
The Young Lion has all the sexual and political intrigue of
A Game of Thrones – and it’s true. Dukes seduce Queens,
Kings philander with ‘milking maids’ and disenfranchised
princes plot the overthrow of thrones in this larger-than-life
retelling of the rise of Henry II and the beginnings of House
of Plantagenet. Instantly gripping, this novel will leave you
desperate for more.

Raised by a wealthy Jewish family in Provence, Luc Bonet
joins the French Resistance when German soldiers overrun
his family lavender farm. Meanwhile, bilingual orphan Lisette
Forestier is recruited by the British to work her way into the
heart of a disaffected German officer. When Luc and Lisette
meet at the height of the Paris occupation, they have to find
out who, if anyone, they can trust.

Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter

And as their emotions threaten to betray them, love may
prove the greatest risk of all.
Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Author on tour
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Watching You

Dark Paradise

Michael Robotham

Robert Macklin

A heart-stopping new novel from Australia’s
grandmaster of the psychological thriller

The powerful true story of Norfolk Island – a place of
savagery, mystery and murder

Marnie Logan’s husband Daniel has been missing for over
a year, and her life is in disarray. She’s alone with their two
children, behind on the rent and being hounded for his
gambling debt. And she can’t shake the feeling she’s being
watched. Increasingly desperate, Marnie seeks out clinical
psychologist Joe O’Loughlin when she discovers a book
Daniel was preparing for her birthday. It was supposed to
be a celebration of her life. It turned out to be a story no one
was expecting…

From a distance, Norfolk Island looks like paradise. A closer
look shatters that façade. For 220 years, its story has been one
of darkness, pain, rage and horror. Robert Macklin tells how a
unique lifestyle and culture evolved amongst the inhabitants.
From a brutal penal colony, a refuge for descendants of the
Bounty mutineers, to the murder of Janelle Patton in 2002,
the island is exposed like never before.
A place of shadows and wrongful deaths, its history is a
mesmerising tale all the more powerful because it is true.

Robotham’s latest thriller will leave you breathless.
Crime Fiction | Print, eBook, Audio book | Download first chapter | Author on tour | Watch video

Non Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Watch video

Blood Secret

A Bitter Taste

Jaye Ford

Annie Hauxwell

A teasingly crafted, nail-biting thriller that’s
impossible to put down

Addictive, fast-paced crime fiction spiked with grit and
grunge

Nothing ever happens in Haven Bay, which is why Rennie
Carter – a woman who has been on the run for most of
her life – has stayed there longer than she should. But her
illusion of safety is broken one night when the man she
loves and the reason she stayed vanishes without trace.

London is in the grip of a stifling heatwave, and the city’s
junkies are struggling with a drought of a different kind.
When a strung-out ghost from Catherine Berlin’s past turns
up on her doorstep, an unpaid debt leaves her with no
choice but to look for the woman’s missing ten-year-old
daughter. A Bitter Taste is a gritty detective novel with a
strong lead, a private investigator whose career has hit rock
bottom as she struggles to overcome a heroin addiction.
Excellently developed characters and thrilling action will
keep you turning the pages long after dark.

If you like Nicci French and Minette Walters, you’ll love
this tale of double lives and hidden pasts from a master of
suspense and author of the bestselling Beyond Fear.

Crime Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Author on tour | Watch video

Crime Fiction | Print, eBook, Audio book | Download first chapter | Author on tour
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Man Drought

The Vale Girl

Rachael Johns

Nelika McDonald

A fun, flirty, feel-good story about finding love in the
most unlikely of places

Equal parts coming of age story and thriller, an
extraordinary debut novel

Imogen Bates is tired of being a widow. Desperate to escape
her old life in Perth, she moves to a tiny outback town and
buys a run-down pub. Local farmer Gibson Black always
dreamed of having a family, but when his city-bred wife left
him, he vowed never to marry again. That’s why he likes the
outback – it’s a man’s world and there are hardly any women
around. But Imogen has plans to change all that…

Fourteen-year-old Sarah Vale has gone missing from the
small town of Banville. She’s the daughter of the local whore
so no one cares except Tommy Johns, who loves her with
all the unadulterated, tentative passion of a teenage boy.
Tommy galvanises the town’s policeman Sergeant Henson,
and together they turn Banville inside out, searching for the
lost girl.

Can she convince Gibson, and herself, to love again?

The Vale Girl is a delicate and layered exploration of secrets
and lies, forgotten children and absent parents, and the long
shadows of the past.

Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Author on tour

Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter

Good News, Bad News

The Watch Tower

Maggie Groff

Elizabeth Harrower

‘The successor to Evanovich’s bounty hunter has
landed in Byron Bay’ Herald Sun

A neglected Australian classic and a novel of acute
psychological power

Freelance investigative journalist and guerrilla knitter Scout
Davis is in the supermarket when one of the Anemone
Sisters – three local spinsters known for dwelling in the
Bryon Bay hills, wearing black and drinking chickens’ blood –
approaches her with a story. Soon she’s on the trail of a man
believed lost at sea thirty years, and once again flirting with
danger, disaster and romance.

Abandoned by their mother after their father’s sudden
death, Laura and Clare are taken under the protection of
Felix Shaw, a small-time businessman in 1940s Sydney.
Raised to be considerate toward others, seventeen-year-old
Laura finds herself victim of a marriage of necessity to a man
twice her age, one of the true monsters of Australian fiction.
When The Watch Tower was first published, the Sydney
Morning Herald called it a ‘profoundly moral novel of our
time.’ After decades of neglect, this new edition brings
Harrower’s terrific psychological study to a new generation
of readers.

A clever mix of Aussie chick-lit and crime fiction,
this is the sequel to the delightful Mad Men, Bad Girls.
Crime Fiction | Print, eBook, Audio book | Download first chapter

Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter
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Too Bold to Die

Planet Elephant

Ian McPhedran

Tammie Matson

Extraordinary accounts of Australian soldiers under
fire on the front line

‘A must-read for anyone passionate about
conservation and wildlife’ Tony Park

From Gallipoli to East Timor to Afghanistan, many Australians
have been awarded military honours for acts of selfless
courage, while others have missed out. Bestselling author
Ian McPhedran uncovers new stories of extreme bravery in
action from WWII to today, and hears from those on the front
line about what courage really means. He also explores why
some become national heroes and others are overlooked.

From the jungles of Borneo to the black markets of Vietnam,
Dr Tammie Matson continues her quest to reduce the
human–elephant conflict around the world. In this followup to her bestselling memoir Elephant Dance, she takes on
the black markets of Asia, determined to break the chains of
rhino-horn poaching and the illegal ivory trade. Travelling
throughout South-East Asia, she meets presidents and
traffickers in palaces and tourist markets, journeying to
the dark heart of a dark industry. Thought-provoking and
moving, this is the story of one woman’s passion for wildlife
conservation.

Inspiring and unputdownable, Too Bold to Die shows what it
takes to win a Medal for Gallantry – and why so many of our
military heroes remain unknown.
War | Print, eBook

Non Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter

On the Trail of Genghis Khan

Boom

Tim Cope

Malcolm Knox

‘One of the greatest journeys of modern times’
Australian Geographic

One of Australia’s finest writers on one of our most
dramatic stories

Inspired by the Mongols and their nomadic descendants,
solo adventurer Tim Cope embarks on a gruelling horseback
journey across 6000 miles of Eurasian steppe from Mongolia
to Hungary. Accompanied only by his dog, he fends off
wolves and horse-thieves, endures extremes of temperature
and experiences incredible hospitality during his threeyear trek. His tale of discovery and survival is packed with
personality. Perfect for armchair travellers, it is both an elegy
for the nomadic way of life and proof that the great age of
adventuring is not yet over.

Mining divides the country - development against
conservation, north-and-west against south-and-east,
pro-tax against anti-tax. But what does it really mean to us?
And how much do we understand about our underground
history? Boom is the story of the people behind the facts and
figures, from the eccentric loners who staked the first claims
to the emergence of the modern mega-magnates. Insightful,
compellingly readable and full of extraordinary characters,
it shows how mining and miners have shaped Australia’s
history and gripped our imagination through boom and
bust.

Non Fiction | Print, eBook, Audio book | Download first chapter | Author on tour

Non Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter
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The 39-Storey Treehouse

The Children Who Loved Books

Andy Griffiths & Terry Denton

Peter Carnavas

The third instalment in Andy and Terry’s amazing (and
award-winning) ever-growing treehouse!

A warm and moving celebration of the way books
bring us together

Andy and Terry’s amazing treehouse has 13 new levels
including a chocolate waterfall, a non-erupting active
volcano, an opera house, a baby-dinosaur petting zoo, Andy
and Terry’s Believe it or Else! museum, a not-very-merry
merry-go-round, a boxing elephant called the Trunkinator,
an X-Ray room, a disco with light-up dance floor, the world’s
scariest roller-coaster and a top secret 39th level that hasn’t
even been finished yet! So what are you waiting for? Come
on up!

Angus and Lucy are siblings in a family who don’t have
much. No television. No car. Not even a house – just a
caravan. But they have hundreds of books, stacked and
piled everywhere. And when their dad gets rid of the books,
they soon learn how much they miss them. With touching
illustrations and simple prose, The Children Who Loved Books
reminds us that we really only need two things to be happy:
books and each other.
A moving family story for children aged 4-6.

Recommended for children 8-12.
Children’s Fiction | Print, eBook, Audio book | Download first chapter

Picture Book | Print | Download first chapter | Author on tour

The Gobbledygook is Eating a Book

I’m a Dirty Dinosaur

Justine Clarke

Janeen Brian & Ann James

A delightful introduction to books from a favourite
young children’s entertainer

Sniff, shake, slide, stomp! This little dinosaur just loves
to get dirty!

Something is coming. Can you see? It snuffles and shuffles.
What can it be? Look! Look! It’s a Gobbledygook! It’s ripping
up pages and eating a book!

From award-winning author Janeen Brian and awardwinning illustrator Ann James comes this gorgeous rhyming
picture book about a naughty little dinosaur who just loves
to get dirty. You’ll be sniffing, shaking, tapping and stomping
along with your toddler. Getting ready for bath time has
never been so much fun!

Introduce your little monster to the delights of reading with
this fun picture book from one of Australia’s most popular
children’s entertainers. With bright hand-drawn illustrations
and simple rhymes, we follow a little girl and the naughty
Gobbledygook as they explore dinosaurs, fairy tales and
more. A perfect bedtime read for children aged 2+.
Picture Book | Print, eBook

Bright, simple illustrations and rounded corners make it
perfect for the very young, and a delightful gift for new
parents. Recommended for children aged 2+.
Picture Book | Print, eBook | Author on tour
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Mallee Sky

Dreaming of Zhou Gong

Kerry McGinnis

Traci Harding

When it all goes wrong, where is there left to run to but
home?

The first book in an epic trilogy from Australia’s queen
of historical fantasy

Kate Gilmore hasn’t been home in years, but when she loses
her job and her marriage, there’s nowhere else to turn. She
heads back to the family farm in South Australia’s Mallee
country, even though it’s a place filled with dark memories.
There she meets the colourful old Harry Quickly, an
intriguing young boy called Maxie and a handsome harvest
contractor who’s not shy about making his intentions known.
But who can she trust?

Set in the mysterious world of ancient China, Dreaming of
Zhou Gong is the story of Hudan, one of the Wu – female
shamans from the sacred mountain of Li Shan. For decades
the Wu have been living in isolation while the bloodthirsty
Shang Emperor ruled the land, but now the noble Ji brothers
are ready to bring his reign to an end.
The first volume of the Timekeepers trilogy is an epic tale of
dreams and prophecies, a must for old fans, and a perfect
introduction for new readers.

A powerful novel about secrets and revelations, and finding
the power to save the people you love.
Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter

Fiction | Print, eBook, Audio book | Download first chapter | Author on tour

Queen of the Road

Sunset Ridge

Tricia Stringer

Nicole Alexander

Winner of 2013 Romance Writers of Australia Ruby for
Book with Romantic Elements

An epic novel that takes readers from the droughtstricken Queensland outback to the trenches of WWI

Juggling two jobs, raising a daughter alone and drowning
in debt, Angela is struggling to survive. So when her
father offers her a temporary job driving B-double freight
trucks, she reluctantly accepts it. But small town life has its
problems. Her accommodation is dingy, the fellow drivers
less than welcoming, and locals are reluctant to use a female
truckie. There is one bright spark, though: a handsome fill-in
farm manager named Coop.

Although Madeleine has grown up in the shadow of the
renowned artist David Harrow, she knows little about him.
Her grandfather died long before she was born, and his
paintings were sold off to save the family property. Now,
with the possibility of a retrospective of his work, Madeleine
races to unravel his remarkable life, unaware that his legacy
extends far beyond the boundaries of Sunset Ridge…
This is a tale of bravery and misadventure, of intolerance
and friendship, and of three young men who went to war
and fought for love.

With a cast of loveable characters and surprise ending, this
heartfelt drama will put a smile on your face.
Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter

Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Author on tour | Watch video
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Tsunami and the Single Girl

Left For Dead: A true story of
resilience and courage

Krissy Nicholson

Samantha & Laurence Barlow

One woman’s journey to become an aid worker and
find love

The inspiring story of a woman who refused to give up,
and the man who stood by her

How does a free-spirited backpacker go from a wild night
out on a Vietnamese dance floor to a sought-after role
working for Oxfam? Set in humanitarian disaster zones
around the world, this is an inside look at the adrenalinefueled life of an aid worker, and her (seemingly) neverending search for a soul mate. Whether she’s coordinating
emergency relief work in the field, or trying to find love in
all the wrong places, Krissy Nicholson’s heartfelt memoir is
surprising, poignant and ultimately uplifting – a compelling
account of the power of the human spirit in the face of
adversity.

On May 13, 2009, off-duty policewoman Samantha Barlow
was brutally attacked on her way to work in Kings Cross. Left
for dead in a park, with horrendous head injuries, she refused
to give in, and after 22 months of rehab, she triumphantly
returned to duty. Meanwhile, Samantha’s husband Laurence,
an inspector used to managing huge police operations, was
thrown into the role of carer for Samantha and their children.

Memoir | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Author on tour

In their candid memoir, the couple speak about Samantha’s
journey, and the high personal price they paid to remain in
the police force.
Memoir | Print, eBook, Audio book | Download first chapter

Dick Johnson

Accept the Challenge

Dick Johnson & James Phelps

Leigh Matthews

The incredible story of the Aussie battler who became
an all-time V8 great

Lessons from the life of a true AFL legend
Hawthorn champion and one of the most successful coaches
in the history of the game, Leigh Matthews is without peer.
With wry humour and honesty, Accept the Challenge offers
rare insights into his journey from childhood training to
Premierships with Hawthorn, the pressures of coaching
Collingwood and the task of building a champion team in
the Brisbane Lions. Throughout, he shares invaluable lessons
in team dynamics, management, success, goal setting and
crisis management, as well as some revealing anecdotes
from the biggest names in the game.

Ford legend Dick Johnson got his big break with the 1980
Bathurst 1000, during which he was famously smashed out
by a rock. But true to his never-say-die attitude, he went on
to establish one of Australia’s most successful V8 Supercar
teams in a dramatic career that, on many occasions, almost
saw him lose his home, his team and even his life.
In this blistering insider account of the motor sport industry,
he reveals what it took to win three Bathurst titles and a
record five Australian Touring Car Championships.
Sport | Print, eBook | Watch video

Essential reading – whatever team you barrack for.
Sport | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Watch video
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The First Third

The Tribe Book 1: The Interrogation
of Ashala Wolf

Will Kostakis

Ambelin Kwaymullina

The author of Loathing Lola returns with a novel
about family, growing up and becoming a man

A gripping indigenous eco-dystopian novel for fans of
The Hunger Games

Life is made up of three parts: in the first third, you’re
embarrassed by your family; in the second, you make a
family of your own; and in the end, you just embarrass the
family you’ve made. That’s how Billy’s grandmother explains
it, anyway. From her hospital bed, she’s given him her bucket
list, and now it’s his job to glue their family back together.

Ashala Ambrose is the leader of the Tribe, a band of runaway
Illegals living in the Firstwood. It’s a new world, where some
people have special abilities – Sleepwalkers, Firestarters,
Menders and others – but there are people like Chief
Administrator Neville Rose who believe that they should be
locked up. Ashala has been betrayed by a boy she trusted,
and now the whole Tribe is at risk. Will they survive the
interrogation of Ashala Wolf?

The First Third is a touching, funny and sometimes sad tale
about coping with family, growing up different and taking
responsibility. Recommended for readers over 13.
Young Adult Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter

Young Adult Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Watch video

The Last Thirteen Book 1: 13

Alice-Miranda Shines Bright

James Phelan

Jacqueline Harvey

The first book in a thrilling new series with thirteen
gripping instalments

Alice-Miranda’s latest adventure is an action-packed
mystery story for girls who love to read

13 nightmares will change the world. 7 billion lives are in
danger. 1 enemy will stop at nothing.

Eight-year-old Alice-Miranda and her friend Millie have made
a dazzling discovery in the woodlands near their boarding
school. But they aren’t the only ones searching for treasure.
Back at school, sixth-grader Jacinta is being particularly
grumpy, and no one quite knows why. When Myrtle Parker’s
husband disappears, Alice-Miranda puts on her detective hat:
there are mysteries to be solved.

Sam wakes up from a nightmare to discover the terrifying
reality – it will come true. Kidnapped from school, he’s on
the run from danger at every turn. With his life and identity
shattered, Sam’s salvation is tied up in an ancient prophecy.
He is in a final battle to save the world, up against an enemy
plotting to destroy us all. He alone can find the last 13.
A gripping new series for teen readers.
Young Adult Fiction | Print | Download first chapter | Watch video

A truly positive heroine for girls, Alice-Miranda is funny,
kind, optimistic and able to solve just about any problem.
Recommended for confident readers aged 7+.
Children’s Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Author on tour | Watch video
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Boy vs Beast: Water Beast

Truly Tan Jinxed

Mac Park

Jen Storer

An exciting mix of action and illustration for reluctant
young readers

Tan’s back. She’s bolder. She’s brighter.
But is she…jinxed?

Kai Masters is a Border Guard, training to keep the world
safe from Beasts. When his robot dog finds some fish bones
and mysterious green slime on the beach, Kai has to fight a
water beast. Should he choose the Torpedo Cross Bow or the
Super-Zap-6? Using an engaging combination of text and
illustrations, the Boy vs Beast series blends computer game
action with literacy and reading acquisition.

Tan is a Secret Spy. She lives in the country with her parents
and the Lollypops – big sisters Emerald, Amber and Rose her dog Awesome and a three-legged cat. And she’s curious
about everything. Her Dad has a spooky old tram in the back
paddock. He bought it from a deceased estate, and there’s a
sign on the door: All Stickybeaks Banned. Tan immediately
smells a mystery. What secrets does it hold? Is it haunted?

Water Beast is the first book in the series, and is
recommended for reluctant readers aged 6-10.

With the humour of Clarice Bean and the wonder and
mystery of The Famous Five, Tan’s second outing is perfect
for girls aged 8-12.

Children’s Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Watch video

Children’s Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter | Author on tour

Eric Vale: Off the Rails

Don’t Look Now: Falling for It and
the Kangapoo Key Ring

Michael Gerard Bauer & Joe Bauer

Paul Jennings & Andrew Weldon
A hilarious new adventure from children’s book
legends Paul Jennings and Andrew Weldon

A very funny story about a young boy’s brush with
aliens

Ricky is an ordinary boy who dreams of being famous. And
he has a secret that might just help him realise his dream.
Ricky can fly. Truly. But there’s a hitch. He can only do it when
absolutely no one is looking. If anyone sees him, he will fall
out of the sky and almost certainly die!

Eric Vale is really in trouble this time. In the school office, his
parents are very unhappy, and Principal Porter looks like he’s
just sat on a whole packet of tacks… Does Eric have a good
explanation for his behaviour, or have mutant vampire zombie
werewolf aliens from outer space stolen his brain? Either way,
he’s definitely off the rails!

Don’t Look Now: Falling for It and The Kangapoo Key Ring is
the first book in a brilliant new series. Humour and balance
of text and illustrations make it suitable for even the most
reluctant reader. Recommended for children aged 7-11.
Children’s Fiction | Print, eBook | Download first chapter

The third book in the Eric Vale series features an eye-catching
design that is great for reluctant readers, with fun illustrations
on every page. Recommended for children aged 8+.
Children’s Fiction | Print | Download first chapter | Watch video
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In Great Spirits

Bill the Bastard

Archie Barwick

Roland Perry

An Aussie soldier’s diary – a unique and incredibly
moving tribute to the ANZAC spirit

The epic true story of Australia’s greatest war horse
Bill the Bastard is the stirring true story of the bond between
a determined trooper and his stoic but cantankerous mount.
Bill was a seventeen hand, 730-kilogram chestnut ‘Waler’
with power, intelligence and unmatched courage. He stood
above all the other Australian horses sent to the Middle East,
but only one man could ride him – Major Michael Shanahan.
Serving with bravery and valour at Gallipoli, Bill became a
legend in the Light Horse and a symbol of the courage of the
Anzac mounted force. Perfect for horse lovers and Great War
enthusiasts alike, this is his story.

When Archie Barwick was accepted into the First AIF in
August 1914, he was so happy he turned two somersaults
for pure joy. His remarkable diary follows him from Cairo to
Gallipoli, through the terrible winter of 1916 in the Somme,
and from Ypres to Pozieres, during which he was wounded
three times and sent back to the fighting.
His account of the war is a treasure – by turns horrifying,
illuminating, funny, touching and terribly sad. Readable,
spirited and humming with life, his voice and indomitable
personality shine through.
War | Print, eBook | Download first chapter

War | Print, eBook, Audio book | Download first chapter | Author on tour
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